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SUBJECT 2 — DOCKET 2020-2 — APPROVED AS DOCKETED 

Item Description Class 

BUILDING MATERIALS, MISCELLANEOUS, GROUP: subject to item 33570 

34265 Doors, NOI, see Note, item 34266: 

Sub 1 In packages specified in Note, item 34267, subject to Item 170 and 

having a density in pounds per cubic foot of: 

Sub 2 Less than 4.................................................................................................... 400 

Sub 3 4 but less than 8 .......................................................................................... 200 

Sub 4 8 but less than 12 ........................................................................................ 110 

Sub 5 12 or greater .................................................................................................. 77.5 

Sub 6 In packages other than as set forth in Note, item 34267, subject to Item 

170 and having a density in pounds per cubic foot of: 

Sub 7 Less than 4.................................................................................................... 500 

Sub 8 4 but less than 8 .......................................................................................... 250 

Sub 9 8 but less than 12 ........................................................................................ 125 

Sub 10  12 or greater .................................................................................................. 85 

34266 NOTE—No Change.  

34267 NOTE—(a) Doors not glazed nor mirrored, or having a glazed or mirrored 

area constituting less than 75 percent of the total area of the door, must be 

tendered in boxes or crates, except that the following departures from 

packing requirements are permitted: 

1. Iron or steel doors, or wood doors covered with iron or steel or

tinplate may be shipped in Packages 2270 or 2271. 

2. Aluminum doors or aluminum and iron or steel combined doors may

be shipped in Packages 2442, 2523 or 2524. 

(b) Glass doors, mirrored doors or framed doors having a glazed or

mirrored area constituting 75 percent or more of the total area of the 

 door must be tendered in Packages 535, 951, 952, 968, 2003, 2110, 2209, 

 2218, 2274, 2302 or 2417.  

34282  NOTE—No Change. 

34330 Doors, mirrored, with frames or backing, with or without fittings or 

hardware necessary for installation, etc .................................. Cancel; see 

  item 34265 

34400 Doors, roll-up, iron or steel, NOI, or wood covered with iron or tin 

plate, see Note, item 34282, in packages ................................... No Change 

34500 Doors, Partitions or Exterior Shutters, roll-up, wooden, see Note, 

item 34282, in packages ................................................................. No Change 

Comment 

The density scale and classes assigned in item 34265 are amended, as shown. The 

description of item 34265 is also amended to remove the restriction, “other than rolling.” Item 

34330 is canceled with reference to item 34265, and Note, item 34267 is amended accordingly 

to incorporate mirrored doors. Concurrently, the descriptions of items 34400 and 34500 are 

changed to replace “rolling” with “roll-up.”  
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